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Adresse Set Linings GmbH
Weusterstraße 9 
46240 Bottrop

Pays Allemagne

PRODUITS OU MACHINES
As a leading company in the combustion and refractory engineering sector, SET LININGS GmbH offers quality engineering for all projects based on
the extensive experience of our specialist engineers and implemented by draftsmen having expertise in many industrial fields.

SET LININGS GmbH engineering includes the following components:  
* Refractory design 
* CAD drawings  
* Complete project documentation 
* Quality plans and control * Thermal calculations 
* Heating-up and drying instructions 
* Construction site reports 
* Sampling and test reports

Any member of the SET LININGS Group has direct access to the worldwide available installation personnel on all classification levels. Furthermore,
SET LININGS GmbH also has its own construction site management and installation personnel located in Germany.

SET LININGS Int. S.A. employs a team of approximately 100 persons consisting of site managers, construction site controllers, construction site
managers and foremen. The regular installation personnel in Portugal consists of 400 persons at the moment and approximately 1,000 installation
workers/specialists from all fields are available to us around the world. SET LININGS Group always trains its own construction site personnel.

Based on our philosophy, SET LININGS Group owns most all of the equipment used at a construction site. This ensures the best possible
performance because we maintain the equipment on our own and only apply state-of-the-art machinery.

Consequently, SET LININGS GmbH is in a position to adequately implement a project anywhere in the world, regardless of duration or magnitude,
because the specialists from all required fields are available to us.

SET LININGS GmbH will supply any required refractory material to any location to implement a turnkey order or for the maintenance of a plant.

Based on our worldwide manufacturer network, our co-operations and partnerships, we are able to supply to any location all types of refractories,
insulating and fiber materials, including prefabricated and anchoring parts. The advantage we offer is underscored by manufacturing being done near
the construction site thus ensuring low transportation costs and very short delivery times.

All supplied products are subjected to a quality control procedure based on highest requirements. As part of our quality control management we only
allow those products to be appliedt fulfill the highest demands and requirements. All results of the quality control tests are recorded and kept in an
adequate quality documentation file.

Company Profile of Set Linings GmbH

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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